Magnetic Letters and Storage Boxes

MAGNETIC HARD FOAM LETTERS—EXCLUSIVELY FROM RESOURCES FOR READING

These custom made letters are designed specially for early literacy & Reading Recovery® teachers! The 1/4” thick hard high-density foam letters are the right size to be mixed and matched with the molded plastic letters you already have. Upper case letters are 1-3/4” tall, lower case range from 1” to 1-3/4”. The entire letter is magnetic—these letters won’t slip on your markerboard! Much easier to manipulate and push into words than the regular plastic letters. These sets are perfect for Reading Recovery, with correctly proportioned Zaner-Bloser manuscript letters, plus curved “t” and “y”, the typographical (“funky”) “a” and “g”, with punctuation and lots of multiple letters as shown. The dots on the “i”, “j”, “l”, and “?” are attached for easy use. Multicolored sets contain 3 (upper case) or 7 (lower case) different colors; also available in color-coded sets with all red vowels and all blue consonants. Lower case sets include even more letters!

ML078 Upper Case Multicolored, set of 32 $13.95
ML079 Lower Case Multicolored, 104 letters, 26 punctuation $13.95
ML080 Upper Case Red Vowels, Blue Consonants, set of 32 $13.95
ML081 Lower Case Red Vowels, Blue Consonants, 104 letters, 26 punctuation $13.95

MANUSCRIPT MAGNETIC BLENDS AND DIGRAPHS NEW!
Made to match our popular ML078 and ML079 sets with the letters joined by strong white vinyl magnet for an almost invisible connection on the whiteboard. The Magnetic Blends and Digraphs set is color coded to indicate initial blends, initial digraphs, final blends and final digraphs.

ML132 Manuscript Magnetic Blends and Digraphs, Set of 38 $18.95

MANUSCRIPT LETTER SOUNDS EXTENSION NEW!
Made to match our popular ML078 and ML079 sets. Includes 3-letter blends, medial vowels and “r” controlled sounds.

ML133 Manuscript Letter Sounds Extension, Set of 31 $18.95

MANUSCRIPT MAGNETIC RIMES NEW!
Made to match our popular ML078 and ML079 sets.

ML148 Manuscript Magnetic Rimes, Set of 36 $18.95
D’NEALIAN HARD FOAM MAGNETIC LETTERS
Foam magnetic letters with a tactile 3D experience. Each set contains 4 complete lowercase alphabets, or 2 uppercase alphabets, in 4 different colors. D’Nealian letter shapes with the “k” and “w” just the way you need them for D’Nealian lessons. These exclusive sets also include Spanish Ch, ch, rr, and ñ. Each letter (or letter pair) is one piece, no separate dots or pieces to lose. Letters measure 1” (“e”) to 1-3/4” (“b”).

ML087 D’Nealian Upper Case Hard Foam Magnetic Letters, set of 54 $15.95
ML097 D’Nealian Lower Case Hard Foam Magnetic Letters, set of 116 $15.95

D’NEALIAN MAGNETIC BLENDS AND DIGRAPHS
Made to match our popular ML087 and ML097 sets. The Magnetic Blends and Digraphs set is color coded to indicate initial blends, initial digraphs, final blends and final digraphs.

ML134 D’Nealian Magnetic Blends and Digraphs, Set of 38 $18.95

D’NEALIAN LETTER SOUNDS EXTENSION
Made to match our popular ML087 and ML097 sets. Includes 3-letter blends, medial vowels and “r” controlled sounds.

ML135 D’Nealian Letter Sounds Extension, Set of 31 $18.95

D’NEALIAN MAGNETIC RIMES
Made to match our popular ML087 and ML097 sets.

ML149 D’Nealian Magnetic Rimes, Set of 36 $18.95

MAGNETIC HARD FOAM LETTERS—EXCLUSIVELY FROM RESOURCES FOR READING
Many teachers find our smaller-size original hard foam magnetic letters are the right size for one-on-one lessons. Based on feedback from you, these sets now have new improved letter shapes with the dots attached, and more of the letters you need. The upper case set contains two of each vowel and one of each consonant, 31 letters total, 1-1/4” tall in 2 different colors with vowels all one color and consonants all a different color. You can choose ML012 with red vowels and blue consonants, or ML010 and we choose 2 colors at random. The lower case set contains 96 letters plus 8 punctuation, and includes two forms each of “a”, “g”, “t”, and “y”, measuring 3/4” to 1-1/4” tall. Colors are either always red vowels and punctuation and blue consonants (ML013) or four different colors picked at random (ML011).

ML010 Magnetic Foam Letters, Upper Case, Assorted Colors $8.95
ML011 Magnetic Foam Letters, Lower Case, Assorted Colors $12.49
ML012 Magnetic Foam Letters, Upper Case, Red & Blue $8.95
ML013 Magnetic Foam Letters, Lower Case, Red & Blue $12.49

ML022-RED Magnetic Foam Letters, Upper Case, Red & Blue $8.95
ML024 Magnetic Foam Letters, Lower Case, Red & Blue $12.49

These sets are the same style letters as our ML001 and ML002 (with the curved tail on the lower-case “t” and “y”), but all the vowels are red and consonants are blue. In sets of 36 letters in a bag, or 108 letters in a handy plastic storage tub. Curved tails 1-1/4” high.

ML022-RED Upper Case Magnetic Letters, 36 with Red Vowels $6.50
ML023-RED Lower Case Magnetic Letters, 36 with Red Vowels $6.50
ML024-RED Upper Case Magnetic Letters, 108 with Red Vowels in Tub $21.50

ML022, ML024

These plastic letters are color-coded with RED vowels and BLUE consonants. They come with extra magnets and correct letter formation and proportion. The “y” and “t” have straight tails and the capital “I” has the bar at the top and bottom. Available in two sizes, 1-1/2” and 2-1/2”.

ML102-RED Red & Blue 1-1/2” Magnetic Plastic Letters, Upper Case in Tub, Set of 42 $6.29
ML103-RED Red & Blue 1-1/2” Magnetic Plastic Letters, Lower Case in Tub, Set of 42 $6.29
ML112-RED Red & Blue 2-1/2” Magnetic Plastic Letters, Upper Case in Tub, Set of 42 $12.95
ML113-RED Red & Blue 2-1/2” Magnetic Plastic Letters, Lower Case in Tub, Set of 42 $12.95

ML102-RED ML112-RED

ML103-RED ML113-RED
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MULTI-COLORED MAGNETIC LETTERS

These upper-case letters are 1-1/4˝ high, lower-case are 1˝ with ascenders and descenders. Upper-case “I” has no horizontal bar on top or bottom. Lower-case letters have curved “D’Nealian” tails on “t” and “y”. Other letters are straight. Each package contains letters in assorted colors. Upper-case “I” has no horizontal bar on top or bottom. Lower-case letters have curved “D’Nealian” tails on “t” and “y”, other letters are straight. Each package contains letters in assorted colors.

ML004 upper-case letters, ridged edges $5.75
ML005 lower-case letters, smooth edges & straight tails $5.75
ML006 upper-case and 120 lower-case letters $10.95
ML015 lower-case letters, ridged edges, “D’Nealian” tails, on “t”, “I”, “y” $6.49
ML016 Glow-in-the-Dark lower-case letters $6.50
ML039 48 upper-case and 150 lower-case letters with ridges $24.95

These plastic letters come with extra magnets and correct letter formation and proportion. The “y” and “t” have straight tails. Capital “I” has the bars at top and bottom. Includes a convenient storage tub. Available in two sizes, 1-1/2˝ and 2-1/2˝.

ML007 set of 44 $6.25
ML008 magnetic letters, numbers, and symbols $7.95
ML039 contains the equivalent of the ML004 and three ML005 sets at a discounted price. Made by Quercetti in Italy. Set ML039 contains the equivalent of the ML004 and three ML005 sets.

QUERCETTI MAGNETIC LETTERS

More letters in assorted colors. The ML005 lower-case set are 1” plus ascenders & descenders with smooth edges, and have straight tails on “t” and “y”. The ML015 lower-case letters have ridged edges and “D’Nealian” tails on several of the letters (“I”, “t”, “y”). ML004 upper-case letters are 1-3/8˝ high with ridged edges; the “I” has no horizontal bar on top or bottom. ML064 Glow-in-the-Dark letters are the same shape as our ML005 set, but are made from a white plastic that glows in the dark, for more fun making words. Our ML006 upper- and lower-case combination set contains the equivalent of one ML004 and 3 ML005 sets at a discounted price. Made by Quercetti in Italy. Set ML039 contains the equivalent of the ML004 and three ML015 sets.

ML004 48 upper-case letters, ridged edges $5.75
ML005 40 lower-case letters, smooth edges & straight tails $5.75
ML006 48 upper-case and 120 lower-case letters $10.95
ML015 50 lower-case letters, ridged edges, “D’Nealian” tails, on “t”, “I”, “y” $6.49
ML016 Glow-in-the-Dark lower-case letters $6.50
ML039 48 upper-case and 150 lower-case letters with ridges $24.95

NEW!

GIAN T FOAM MAGNETIC LETTERS

New and Improved! Now with ball and stick lower case “a”. These soft, flexible high-density foam letters are laminated with magnetic backing so the entire 5˝ high letter is magnetic. Colorful, highly visible even from across the room, they’ll stick to any magnetic surface and won’t slip. In upper case or lower case, sets contain 1 of each letter. Exclusively from Resources for Reading.

ML151 Giant Foam Magnetic Letters, 26 Upper Case $26.95
ML152 Giant Foam Magnetic Letters, 26 Lower Case $26.95

MULTI-COLORED MAGNETIC LETTERS

These upper-case letters are 1-1/4˝ high, lower-case are 1˝ with ascenders and descenders. Upper-case “I” has no horizontal bar on top or bottom. Lower-case letters have curved “D’Nealian” tails on “t” and “y”. Other letters are straight. Each package contains letters in assorted colors. Our ML003 upper- and lower-case combination set includes one ML001 and 3 ML002 sets at a discounted price. Curved tails 1-1/4˝ high.

ML001 36 upper-case letters $3.95
ML002 36 lower-case letters $3.95
ML003 36 upper-case & 108 lower-case letters $14.95

These plastic letters come with extra magnets and correct letter formation and proportion. The “y” and “t” have straight tails. Capital “I” has the bars at top and bottom. Includes a convenient storage tub. Available in two sizes, 1-1/2˝ and 2-1/2˝.

ML047 Multi-color 1-1/2˝ Magnetic Plastic Letters, Upper Case in Tub, set of 42 $6.29
ML048 Multi-color 1-1/2˝ Magnetic Plastic Letters, Lower Case in Tub, set of 42 $6.29
ML014 Multi-color 2-1/2˝ Magnetic Plastic Letters, Upper Case in Tub, set of 42 $12.95
ML015 Multi-color 2-1/2˝ Magnetic Plastic Letters, Lower Case in Tub, set of 42 $12.95

The “Completer” set for magnetic letters, made in Italy by Quercetti, in its new form contains six each of the pictured letters and symbols, 48 letters and symbols in all. With smooth edges & straight tails, these add-on letters match the style of our ML005 magnetic letters.

ML016 Add-on “Completer” set of 48 Magnetic Letters & Symbols $6.95

We are the only U.S. source for Quercetti Magnetic Cursive Letters, in sets of 44 lower-case letters in 4 colors. Set includes self-adhesive magnet strips to be attached back of each letter.

ML017 set of 44 $6.25
ML018 magnetic letters, numbers, and symbols $7.95
ML019 contains the equivalent of one ML001 and 3 ML002 sets at a discounted price. Made by Quercetti in Italy. Set ML018 contains the equivalent of the ML004 and three ML015 sets.

QUERCETTI MAGNETIC LETTERS

More letters in assorted colors. The ML005 lower-case set are 1” plus ascenders & descenders with smooth edges, and have straight tails on “t” and “y”. The ML015 lower-case letters have ridged edges and “D’Nealian” tails on several of the letters (“I”, “t”, “y”). ML004 upper-case letters are 1-3/8˝ high with ridged edges; the “I” has no horizontal bar on top or bottom. ML064 Glow-in-the-Dark letters are the same shape as our ML005 set, but are made from a white plastic that glows in the dark, for more fun making words. Our ML006 upper- and lower-case combination set contains the equivalent of one ML004 and 3 ML005 sets at a discounted price. Made by Quercetti in Italy. Set ML039 contains the equivalent of the ML004 and three ML015 sets.

ML004 48 upper-case letters, ridged edges $5.75
ML005 40 lower-case letters, smooth edges & straight tails $5.75
ML006 48 upper-case and 120 lower-case letters $22.95
ML015 50 lower-case letters, ridged edges, “D’Nealian” tails, on “t”, “I”, “y” $6.49
ML016 Glow-in-the-Dark lower-case letters $6.50
ML039 48 upper-case and 150 lower-case letters with ridges $24.95

NEW!
Magnetic Letters and Storage Boxes

Quercetti Magnetic Letters in Bulk Sets

The same magnetic letters by Quercetti in Italy as in our ML004, ML005, ML006, and ML015 sets, available in bulk sets. It’s easy to separate out the letters, as they come still attached to the plastic “tree” for each color of plastic (like model airplane parts). Bulk set ML020 contains the same as 6 sets of ML004, ML021 is the same as 6 sets of ML005 plus 48 bonus letters and ML063 contains the same letters as 4 of our ML015 sets.

- **ML020** 288 upper-case letters, bulk $31.95
- **ML021** 240 lower-case letters w/ straight tails, bulk $31.95
- **ML063** 200 lower-case D’Nealian letters w/ ridges $28.95

WonderBoard Magnetic Board & Letters

White magnet receptive board (9” x 12”) in a reusable carrying case. Includes 26 upper case, 99 lower case and 7 blank flat magnetic letter squares. Great for sending home with students for practice making words.

- **MB003** WonderBoard and Magnetic Letter Squares $11.90

Magnetic Link Letters

Sets of 50 colorful interlocking pieces fit together like jigsaw puzzle pieces to form words. With embedded magnets, can be used on magnetic board.

- **LL001** Upper Case $6.95
- **LL002** Lower Case $6.95

Jumbo Magnetic Letters

These extra-large magnetic letters are perfect for use with a small group, or even a whole class. Letters measure 2-1/2” to 3” high, feature strong magnets to hold securely on magnetic boards, and come in sets of 40 letters, either Upper Case or Lower Case. The lower case letters have straight tails, and the upper case “I” is a straight vertical bar (no top and bottom bars). Comes with a plastic storage tub.

- **ML018** set of 40, Upper Case $9.50
- **ML019** set of 40, Lower Case $9.50

Our ML044 and ML045 Jumbo Magnetic Letters are the same style as the ML018 and ML019 sets (see above), but with 34 colorful letters, and come in a plastic bag instead of a storage tub, for a lower price per letter.

- **ML044** Upper Case, set of 34 $6.95
- **ML045** Lower Case, set of 34 $6.95

Set ML100 includes both uppercase, lower-case and Spanish letters (ñ, rr, ll, Ch, ch) to spell Spanish or English words.

- **ML100** Spanish Letters, Set of 60 $16.95

Perfect start to learning numbers and counting for pre-schoolers. Set of 36 magnets includes 3 of each number, plus 6 math symbols. Numbers are 2-1/2” tall.

- **ML106** Jumbo Magnetic Numbers $9.95

Foam-Fun™ Magnetic Letters

These colorful foam magnetic letters are soft, flexible and strong. They are magnetized across their entire back surface so they won’t slip once they are placed on a magnetic surface. Packed in their own reusable storage bucket. Letters measure 1-5/8” to 2”.

- **ML032** Upper Case—56 letters $12.50
- **ML033** Lower Case—70 letters $12.50

Red Vowels, Blue Consonants

- **ML098** Upper Case—108 letters $19.50
- **ML099** Lower Case—108 letters $19.50

The popular Foam Fun magnetic letters, 2” tall are now available in all black.

- **ML130** Black Foam Fun Magnetic Letters, Upper Case $19.50
- **ML131** Black Foam Fun Magnetic Letters, Lower Case $19.50

Magnetic Link ‘N Spell Word Beginnings and Endings

Fifty piece magnetic letter set includes 24 word beginnings or endings plus a complete alphabet. Pieces fit together to form words or sentences. Suggested activities included. Matches our popular LL001 and LL002 Magnetic Link Letter sets.

- **LL006** Word Beginnings $6.95
- **LL007** Word Endings $6.95
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LET'S BUILD WORDS

Combine these magnetic word parts to introduce word-building patterns, teach decoding strategies, promote phonics awareness, improve spelling skills, and expand vocabulary. Set includes 61 phonogram and digraph word chunks, 1 each of all upper and lower case letters, and 6 blank tiles, with activity guide. Magnetic pieces are 2-3/4˝ high, with red vowels and blue consonants silkscreened on magnetic vinyl sheet. Letter height is approx. 2-1/8˝ upper case, 1-1/2˝ lower case.

ML034 Let’s Build Words $24.50

LET’S BUILD SENTENCES

Arrange these magnetic sight words to build letter recognition, phonemic awareness, sight word recognition, reading and writing fluency, spelling accuracy, grammar and punctuation usage, and increase vocabulary. Set includes 200 commonly used sight words, 1 each of all upper and lower case letters, assorted punctuation and blank tiles, and one MB004 Wonderboard magnetic board, with activity guide. Magnetic pieces are 2-3/4˝ high, with red vowels and blue consonants silkscreened on magnetic vinyl sheet. Letter height is approx. 2-1/8˝ upper case, 1-1/2˝ lower case.

ML035 Let’s Build Sentences $24.50

HIGH FREQUENCY MAGNETIC SIGHT WORDS

THEY’RE BACK! These popular letters had been discontinued by the manufacturer. We’re pleased to have them back again. Set contains 45 sight words in large easy-to-read black letters on white vinyl with magnetic backing. Each strip is cut in the shape of the word edged in yellow to facilitate sight recognition, 2˝ high in a plastic storage tub. See also WC037 on page 68 for matching sight word cards.

ML076 High Frequency Magnetic Sight Words Set of 45 $19.95

MAGNETIC PHONICS TILES

High Frequency Word Magnets

Set of 60 magnets 2-2/7˝ wide by 1-3/4˝ tall. Each basic sight word is outlined to increase the visual effect. Includes booklet of activities.

ML117 High Frequency Word Magnets, Grades K-1 $11.95
ML118 High Frequency Word Magnets, Grades 1-2 $11.95
Magnetic Phonics Tiles Continued

Word Family Magnets
ML119
Set of 72 magnets assorted widths by 1-1/2” tall. Contains 36 common word beginnings and 36 common word endings. Includes booklet of activities.
ML119 Word Family Magnets $11.95

Blends and Digraphs Picture Magnets
ML120
Set of 50 magnets 2-1/3” wide by 1-3/4” tall. Build strong reading and spelling skills through manipulative word study as children match letter sounds to pictures. Includes booklet of activities.
ML120 Blends and Digraphs Picture Magnets $9.95

Beginning and Ending Consonant Picture Magnets
ML121
Set of 60 magnets 2-1/3” wide by 1-3/4” tall. Build strong reading and spelling skills through manipulative word study as children match letter sounds to pictures. Includes booklet of activities.
ML121 Beginning and Ending Consonant Picture Magnets $9.95

Beginning and Ending Consonant Picture Magnets
ML121

Picture Magnets
ML122 Long Vowels Picture Magnets $9.95
ML123 Short Vowels Picture Magnets $9.95
ML124 Rhyming Words Picture Magnets $9.95

Magnetic Really Big Words
ML089
These words are a really big 1-3/4” tall, perfect for little hands. With a sturdy briefcase, this collection of 128 words is a fun and easy way to play with words.
ML089 Really Big Magnetic Words $29.95

Magnetic Teaching Tiles
ML107 Upper Case Tiles, 86 tiles $14.95
ML108 Lower Case Tiles, 86 tiles $14.95
ML109 Word Tiles, 86 tiles $14.95
ML110 More Words Tiles, 86 tiles $14.95

Magnetic Really Big Words
ML089

Color Coded Magnetic Phonics Tiles
LT012 Alphabet Magnetic Tiles, Set of 218 $10.95
LT013 Blend & Digraph Magnetic Tiles, Set of 147 $9.95
LT014 Word Family Magnetic Tiles, Set of 233 $14.95
LT015 Sight Word Magnetic Tiles, Set of 192 $14.95
LT016 Advanced Vowels Magnetic Tiles, Set of 88 $8.95
LT017 Picture Magnetic Tiles, Set of 198 $10.95
LT018 Sentence Building Magnetic Tiles, Set of 380 $24.95
LT019 Prefixes and Suffixes Magnetic Tiles $14.95
LT020 Simple Sentences Magnetic Tiles $19.95
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Magnetic Letters and Storage Boxes

**Magnetic Kidwords**

Why is your red sock here?

dog

Kidwords are a set of over 200 vinyl magnet words color-coded into nouns, verbs, pronouns and adjectives—1” tall.

**ML101** Magnetic Kidwords $17.99

**Kidwords Magnets**

**90 Spanish Nouns**

Coming in November

e w
bl
nk

c a t
b a t

Includes 90 of the most commonly used nouns in English translated to Spanish with matching picture magnets.

**ML137** Kidwords Magnets 90 Spanish Nouns $21.99

**Magnetic Prefixes and Suffixes**

**MV182** Magnetic Prefixes and Suffixes $17.95

50 color-coded magnets containing prefixes, root words and suffixes with a few blanks. Teaching cards help describe the changes on the root word.

Word Building, Word Family and Blends and Digraphs sets have red vowels and blue consonants on a yellow background. The Sight Word set has black type on a yellow background.

**ML144** Magnetic Foam Word Building Tiles $35.99

**ML145** Magnetic Foam Blends Digraphs Vowel Pair Tiles $21.99

**ML146** Magnetic Foam Word Family Tiles $25.99

**ML147** Magnetic Foam High Frequency Word Tiles $31.99

**Magnetic Sight Words & Sentences**

Trifold magnetic board folds out to 22” x 11”. Vinyl covered and easy to clean. **Sight Words Set** contains more than 150 magnets with familiar sight words, capital letters, punctuation, common word endings and blanks, color coded with underlines for differentiating nouns, verbs, pronouns and adjectives. **Word Bits Set** contains over 135 magnets including beginning consonant blends and digraphs and rhyming word endings, color coded to distinguish long and short vowel sounds. Includes a heavy duty storage pouch.

**ML061** Magnetic Sight Words & Sentences Learning Board $17.95

**ML062** Magnetic Word Bits Learning Board $17.95

**Magnetic Sight Words in Spanish**

**ML082** Word Families—Level 1 $15.95

**ML083** High Frequency Words $15.95

This set features 24 different word families with more challenging words making a great addition to Word Families Level 1 (ML082). Set includes 130 pre-cut magnets, portable standup magnet board, storage pouch.

**ML088** Word Families, Level 2 $15.95

**Magnetic Word Wall**

Portable magnetic word wall with 26 different word families. Each set contains 131 precut magnets including blanks, with a stand-up 18 x 13-1/2” magnetic board, resource guide, and a reusable storage pouch. The ML082 set contains 98 words in 24 different word families. Set ML083 contains 94 high frequency words.

**ML082** Word Families—Level 1 $15.95

**ML083** High Frequency Words $15.95

**ML088** Word Families, Level 2 $15.95

**NEW!**

Word Wall, Word Family and Blends and Digraphs sets have red vowels and blue consonants on a yellow background. The Sight Word set has black type on a yellow background.
MAGNETIC TABLETOP SENTENCE BUILDER SET

Tabletop board is 12" x 9". Set includes over 150 word and punctuation magnets, color coded to parts of speech. Double-sided so two students can use at the same time.

ML115 Magnetic Tabletop Letter Sentence Builder Set $17.95

PICTURE COMMUNICATION SYMBOLS (PCS) MAGNET SETS

Picture Communication Symbols (PCS) are designed for both the special needs and emergent reader populations. These sight words are helpful to teach words and for children to make requests. Each set includes picture magnets to match each word magnet.

ML138 PCS Learning Magnets, 90 Verbs $29.99
ML139 PCS Learning Magnets, 90 Nouns $29.99
ML140 PCS Learning Magnets, 90 Descriptive Words $29.99
ML141 PCS Learning Magnets, 45 School Words $16.99
ML142 PCS Learning Magnets, 45 Food Words $16.99
ML143 PCS Learning Magnets, 45 Social Phrases and Questions $16.99

ENGLISH/Spanish Tabletop Magnet Set

Each magnet has the English word on one side and the Spanish word on the reverse. Over 120 vinyl magnets included in the set. The 12" x 9" tabletop magnet board has a living room on one side and kitchen on the other for everyday objects to be labeled with the magnet words. An extra magnetic storage board is included for organizing the magnets.

ML116 English/Spanish Tabletop Magnet Set $17.95

MAGNETIC CREATE A STORY

Children create stories by placing character magnets on the scene board. Word magnets can then be used to label the scene or write sentences about what is going on in the picture. Board measures 18" x 14". Includes over 80 magnets.

MV133 My Backyard $8.99
MV164 At the Pond $8.99

I CAN READ ACTIVITY KIT

This kit comes with 230 magnetic pieces including Kidwords, 26 magnetic pictures (one for each letter), a magnetic erase away board, dry erase crayons and a mini eraser.

MV202 I Can Read Activity Kit $42.95

SUPER KIDREAD ACTIVITY KIT

Giant set with over 700 magnetic pieces including: more than 500 magnetic Kidwords, 116 corresponding magnetic pictures, punctuation, and 56 blank tiles so you can add your own words. Also includes a red and a blue magnetic-receptive Kidboard so two students can work at the same time. A plastic briefcase-style storage box keeps everything together when not in use.

MV274 Super Kidread Activity Kit $99.95

LETTER STORAGE BOX

Sturdy unbreakable plastic storage boxes with 24 compartments 2" x 2" x 2" for sorting and storing magnetic letters. Tough and flexible translucent unbreakable plastic to last for years of hard use. Translucent white color is nearly see-through, so you can see your letters even with the lid closed. Flip-top lid features solid latches, not the flimsy ones that break off easily like the boxes you find elsewhere. Each box can hold up to 4 sets of letters (depending on the kind & size of the letters), but we recommend using 2 boxes to store upper-case and lower-case letters separately. Measures 13-1/8" x 9" x 2-5/16" overall.

LS001 Letter Storage Box $9.75
MAGNETIC LETTERS AND STORAGE BOXES

**LETTER STORAGE BOX CABINET**

This tough, nearly indestructible plastic cabinet is the perfect way to store your LS001 and LS006 Adjustable Letter Storage Boxes. Extra heavy duty cabinet measures 14” x 15” x 15”, and has five sliding trays to hold our LS001 and LS006 boxes. Keeps all your different kinds of letters organized and easy to find! Letter Storage Boxes sold separately.

**LS007 Letter Storage Box Cabinet** $59.95

**CLEAR LETTER STORAGE SATCHEL, MOBILE DIVIDERS, 35 SPACES**

*NEW!*

This sturdy clear plastic letter storage satchel has movable dividers to make up to 35 compartments of varying size from 1-1/4” x 2” up to 5-1/2” x 3”. Box is 14” x 15” x 2”.

**LS008 Clear Satchel, Mobile Dividers, 35 spaces** $13.49

**LETTER STORAGE BOXES**

**LETTER STORAGE BOXES**

Extra large 17” x 11” steel cookie sheet for storing and displaying magnetic letters. No Teflon® or other non-stick coating, so letters stick securely even when cookie sheet is held vertically. Sheet can also be used horizontally filled with sand on desktop for practice forming letters.

**LS002 Cookie Sheet Letter Storage Board** $5.25

**KIDBOARD LETTER BOARD**

Bright red enamel 9” x 13” metal tray for use with your magnets.

**MB029 Kidboard Letter Board** $11.95

**MINI LETTER BOARD**

This 9-3/8” square steel sheet metal panel is sold in kitchen departments as a “burner cover,” but we know it’s really meant as a tray for sorting magnetic letters and spelling/word practice. Painted white for good contrast with multi-colored magnetic letters.

**MB010 mini letter board, set of 4** $7.50

**MAGNETIC PLAY BOARD**

12” x 12” play board to use with magnetic letters (don’t use markers, this is not a markerboard). Lightweight, stands upright on a table with 2 collapsible removable legs.

**MB015 Magnetic Play Board** $8.95

**MAGNETIC MATS**

**17” x 20”**

**14” x 17”**

**8 1/2” x 20”**

Lightweight mats for use with magnetic letters (don’t use markers, this is not a markerboard).

**MB012 8-1/2” x 20” Magnetic Mat** $7.49

**MB013 14” x 17” Magnetic Mat** $8.49

**MB014 17” x 20” Magnetic Mat** $9.49

**MAGNETIC WRITE-ON, WIPE-OFF MATS**

This double-sided plastic-laminated flexible magnetic playboard is the thinnest magnetic board in the world! Use wipe-off markers and magnetic letters on the same surface (magnetic foam letters work best).

**MB011 Magnetic Notebook Page, 3-hole punched, 8-1/2” x 11”**

Lower price $9.95 (Set of 4 pages)
**Flexible Magnetic White Vinyl Sheeting**

Large 12” x 24” magnetic sheeting can be cut with a scissors or hobby knife. White vinyl front. Use wipe off markers or permanent markers.

MB027 Flexible Magnetic White Vinyl Sheeting $9.95

---

**Magnetic Paint**

Turns any paintable surface into a magnetic playland. Infused with iron dust, this paint is a gray latex paint that works as a primer and makes any surface able to hold magnets. It is child safe and non-toxic. After the magnetic paint dries, apply wallpaper or your favorite color of paint and your surface is now magnetic. Depending on the surface preparation, 1 pint can covers up to 25 square feet, 1 quart can covers up to 50 square feet, 1 gallon covers up to 200 square feet with 2 coats (the more coats, the better). Be sure to mix thoroughly before and constantly during use.

MR003 Pint $19.95
MR004 Quart $29.95
MR005 Gallon $97.95

---

**Magnetic Ink-Jet Paper**

Unique magnetic sheets feed through your ink-jet printer so you can print your own magnetic letters, words, sentences, and pictures! You don’t have to wait for the big companies to make what you want, you can make it yourself! Pack of five 8-1/2” x 11” sheets. (not suitable for laser printers or photocopiers, please use in ink-jet printers only!)

Available in two finishes: matte-finish OP002 Ink-Jet Paper is good for pictures, puzzles, drawings, alphabets, and such. The glossy-finish OP008 Ink-Jet Photo Paper lets you print your own photo magnets. Use the photo-quality setting on your ink-jet printer.

OP002 Magnetic Ink-Jet Paper $14.95
OP008 Magnetic Ink-Jet Photo Paper $14.95